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Diminishing financial resources nave decreased the
availability of individual counseling and instructional services. It
therefore becomes more critical to accurately identity those students
most likely to need specialized treatment. The model presented here
is designed to extend various socio-psychological concepts based on
environmental cause from a sample population to a universe of
community college students. The sample hypothesis presented was tnat
socio-economic and demographic characteristics associated with the
census block in which a student's home address is located would be
reelected in his classification score from a test instrument. The
steps used in the procedure are described, including data collection
and computer use for data manipulation and classification. It was
concluded that a universal classification scheme based on cultural
variables could provide a means by which community college dropout
rates might be reducei. (RN)
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I. INMODUCTION

Upon considering the observed behavior of community college stu-

dents in their every day acadeLlic activities, it became apparent

that different students in different situations reflected varying de-

grees of attitudes, behavior and abilities as related to themselves,

their peer group, ecbool and society in general. That is, they re-

act both as individuals and as group members to surrounding social

enviromaental conditions.

Focus of the model. There nre two schools of thought when it

comes to considering students educaticnal planning purposes.

Humanists regard all people as being truly individuals and consider

their behavior separate from any known social-environmental condi-

tions or peer group membership. Environmentalists like to deal with

student data in an aggregated form, usually classified by some social

condition or peer grcup membership status. Both viewpoints have cer-

tain conditions in T.hich their parochial view is most appropriate.

An e.:,:azple would be individual data being used for counseling situa-

tions and group data being used for distrfet or other large area plann-

ing efforts.
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purpose of the edel. Increasing student enrollments or costs of

activities, such as counseling, geared to the individual student are

causing budget analysts to become more aware of the costs surrounding

these programs. The added problem of high and growing dropout rates 'i

lending trapetus to the question of cost effecciveness in program evalua-

tion. Thus, BOMB means must be sought of identifying individual dif-

ferences through group data enalysis, and narrowing the numbers of people

needing some type of special handling or treatment. In so doing the in-

dividual treatment or analysis of all incomirr clients for all difficul-

ties is evoided and its excessive cost eliminated.

An alternative to considering a total population seems to be the con-

struction of valid socio-economic and demographic profiles based on secon-

dary data relative to the individual meesure being considered. The pur-

pose of the model proposed here is to illustrate boy to construct such

profiles using the extreme small area census data associated with the

1970 Census of Population and Housing.

The problem. The problem toward which the development of this model is

directed is that certain socio-economic, or cultural-environmental, (in

the broad sense of the term) groups, as defined by the construction of pro-

files from 1970 Census data will exhibit consistent relationships with

certain traits as specified in individuals.

Research question. In developing the model the research question

may be stated thus: What relationship(s) exist between characteristics

of groups of individuals as measured-by certain socio-psychometric in-

struments and 1970 census tract, block group, and or block data?
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The theory. It is assumed in this model that many specific ques-

tions about indivudals whose answers were previously (ought by adminis-

tering questionnaires or test instruments can be answered by analyzing

certain universal data items common to the total population. The theory

presented here is that certain socio-economic and demographic cherecteris-

tics when considered together as a type of social profile can be used to

predict with a significant delyee of certainty a student's performance or

reection to a given test or questionnaire. This is not to say that: in-

struments developed for determining skills, ettitudes, and knowledge are

culturally biased, but rather that specific culture groups have a pre-

ordained set bezause of their perception as conditioned by their socie-

tal role.

Hence, it is advanced that student skills, attitudes, and knnwledge

can be determined through the costly method of paper and pencil proce-

dures as traditionally demonstrated, and/or they can be identified ap-

prepriately in a student, or small student group, on the basis of associa-

ting his or their house address with a "keyed" social profile.

The variables. In analyzing etudent populations, it is usual.to

measure certain characteristics of individuals by means of a acme on a

numerical continuum or as a =amber of SO= performance group such as high,

low or medium. Thus, the main wIriable used to describe the differences

between individuals in a sample of any even population is their assigned

score. It is anticipated that these scores will demonstrate cultural ho-

mogeneity as reflected in 1970 census block data associated with their

home address.
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Within an ex mst facto frnmework, thin variable describing group

or individual differences, on some measure, may be viewed as dependent

upon the n.her variables set forth below. However, as will become evi-

dent to the researcher as he progresses through the implementation stage,

the pattern of exploring relationships and differences leave this aspect

in relatively open interpretive posture.

Scule research hotheses. It is believed that upon examining the

consistency of socio-economic and demographic characteristics associated

with the census block in which a student's home address is located, that

it will be found that his clossification score from some questionnaire or

test instrument will be reflected in a nuMber of ways by a number of

variables.

The following sample research hypotheses ere set forth. In this

example, it might be conjectured that community college students evi-

dencing a high propensity for completing their chosen program will:

(1) live in a census block with many
college educated adults

(2) )1ve in a census block with high
average inco.ae

(3) live in a census block with a
moderate divorce rate

(4) live in a census block whore males
and females are rostly professionals

(5) live in a census block Ne.cre most
housing is sound

It is further hypothesized that in the e=mple the inverses of these

are true and that a high correlation exists between the negative aspects

of these variables and students evidencing a low propensity for completing

their chosen program.
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II. HETHODOLOGY AND =ION

This is an ex post facto research design and . )del epplicable

in its analysis end validation stages for the study differences be-

tween grotps or individuals and relationships betveen variables. The

model may be viewed as falling into the applied research area, although

certain facets approach pure or basic inquiry.

The samnle rind procedure. The primary function of this model is

to extend the results obtained from a questionnaire or test instrument

admIni!;tered to a sample population to the universe of that population.

In the instance where the universe is a ningle community college, the

sample is limited to enrolled students at that institution. But where

the universe is composed of the student bodies of several community

colleges, such as found in a multi- college district, the sampling pro-

cedure can be increased in scope to encompass them all.

Step lt An initial instrument must be selected to discriminate be-

tween the various levels evidenced within the sample population as to

skills, attitudes or knowledge. Care must be taken in making the sample

selection to adequately represent the population universe to which these

scores will be later generalized. It is of the ultimate importance to

insure that a complete street address be included en part of the data

gathered with each individual test response. This information will then

be keypunched and a mcgnetic tape produced with student's name or pre-

ferably his identification number, classification score from the test

instrument, and house address.
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Step 2 Here the appropriate census block number, or other geo-

graphic code associated with the student's hove: address and school

district must be added to the data Zile constructed in Step 1. Two

1970 Census tools*: (1) ADMATCH, an address vatching computer program

requiring (2) an ACG (Address Coding Guide) or other street reference file arc

used to assign appropriate census block numbers on geographic codes to

each house addressed record in the data file.

Step 3. At this point, a data file having: (1) student ID, (2) ques-

tionnaire or test instrument score, (3) house address, and (4) appropriate

census geographic code identifier has been produced. To this file census

data best d,,:cribing anticipated predictor variables will i added. As

census blocks .Are of different size, and have differenr population num-

bers, it is necessary that interval census d:,ts be converted to ratio

equivalents before adding to the data file. Since census data is also

on ungnetie tape, a two-step computer progran is used to read the cen-

sus data, convert it to ratio equivalents, and write it on the data tape.

Step 4. At this point the researcher has data on individuals derived

from the instrument ad-linistered earlier. Such data might be used for

practical purposes ac in establishing a cut-off point for individuals de-

eignated as being in need of intensive counseling so as to help insure

their success in school. Soclo-econemic dots has also been collected for

these individuals and now can be studied to find relationship between the

two data sets. It is believed that such an analysis will lead to the con-

*Technical Documentation regarding 1970 Census Tools is best found in
a 15 report series produced by the Uew Haven Census Use Study and the
1970 Census liners Guide available through the U. S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, Washington, D. C.
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struction of valid social profilen that can be used in predicting future

discrimination score classifications.

Discriminant analysis (or other appropriate techniques) will be used

to tent for existing significant correlations between test score group-

ings and appropriate Locio-economic variables. Should such relationshirs

fail to materialize at this point, additional ret,earch will be necessary

to define more appropriate variables. However, if as anticipated, strong

and significant correlations do exist between thene variables and group

status, the next step can be undertaken.

Step 5., This is largely a job of data manipulation and claseifica-

tion. It oonsists of analyzing all census blocks in a given area in i.L7

light of the social profile analysis end correlation with the discrinina-

tion score classification completed in Step 4. fl re a knoc!Iedge of types

and degree of drtn occurrence essociated with a particular discrimination

score classification will be obtained. Thus, the problem has shifted from

classifying individuals as to their discromination score through the ad-

ministration of a particular instru:=t to classifying tho census block in

which they live based on that block's social profile. Hence, as in our

example problem of identifying students with varying deg-zoos of propensity

for completing their academic program, it is no longer necessary to admin-

ister the discrimination instrument to individual students to ascertain

their group classification. Rather, their address can be looked up

manually or electronically in a cross referenced street guide having ap-

propriate discrimination scores assigned to the block address.
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Step 6. A final ?base is requited to validate the made'. If a

student or studmts have been classified on a particular discrimina-

tion score clalsificetion as dcacribcd in Step 5, it should hold true

that they would be similarly clazsific.1 if the instr ent oriTiaally

used to develop the discrimination score claceifications were adminis-

tered directly to them.

Such a test of a total district involvirq, clsy colleges end thous-

ands of students can be conducted relatively inexpensively urine matrix

saupling techniques. Basically this method involves administering a

randomly chosen population of pre-determined silic n partial Let of ques-

tions, aloe randomly chosen from the total instrv_ent. Th.:: process can

be stratified if desired end works best with larce populations.

III. CONCLUSIO:TS

Mat has been presented here is an analytical model for extending

any socio-psychological concept , based on environmental cause and de-

termined throw,,h the administration of a particular discrimination in-

strument, from a sample population to c universe of community college

students. Interestingly enough, verbal presentation of the thesis to

qualified parties has elicited strop; end polar rural:ha. Environmental-

ists have stated, "You're dealing with nn obvie5ity that's a taste of

time to work with," while humanists claim, "such n study in dchumani2ing

to the individual, and iu particularly unfair to the underprivileged or

disadvantaged student."
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This author Leliever a third, and fuller truth exists; that is

that iLdividual counseling inrtructional aid on an intonsive basis

for all students in growing less available because of risin3 colts.

With these diminishing services it bccvnes mare critical to target groups

of students must likely to bo destined for a failure experience in schoo,

and vho arc in the position to profit moat from specialized treatment. A

universal clanoification scheme based on cultural variables for which data

are available, if valid, would provide a mann by which a grcat deal of

wasted Lyman 1-osources represented iu the high co:-Tanity college drop-

out rate° might be paved.
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